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EDITOR'S REPORT 

 
 

  The covid pandemic continues affecting our lives 

never seen before. The community have lost many loved 

ones and many more suffered financially and emotionally. 

The rollout of Vaccination gives us hope and ray of light at 

the end of tunnel. Our community has joined hands in 

many ways. Navnat Centre is being used as Vaccination 

centre and our contribution in the fight against pandemic 

is being noted by the authorities and local community. 

Vanik Council is in the process of finalising its Directory 

and we shall be contacting our members soon to update 

their details online. This will be a very valuable tool for 

our community to contact each other. We intend to 

extend the online directory for our professional members 

to enable all to interact with each other. 

We congratulate Smt. Smitaben Shah for being appointed 

Honorary Life member of Leicester Council of Faiths. 

Smitaben has been representing Jain Samaj Europe at 

Vanik Council and has been actively contributing towards 

many Council activities. 
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Use career pause to acquire new 
skills, replan growth path 

 

 

Progress Isn’t About Promotions, Or Higher Position In New Co 
 
A recent survey among private sector employees showed over 85% 
were more stressed at work than before the lockdown. The reasons 
ranged from anxiety about job status, performance evaluation, 
financial uncertainty and blurring work/life balance. Salary cuts, 
layoffs, and postponed promotions stymied career progress for many. 
 
Remember, career growth doesn’t have to be multiple promotions 
within the same company or a higher-level position in another. It can 
also be acquisition of new skills, connections, ventures, experiences 
and so on. Don’t fret about explaining the in-between period of a lost 
job or a lower pay as of now. Here are some pointers to inject the 
mojo back into your career when things improve in 2021: 
 
Redefine your career objectives: Contemplate what you really want to 
accomplish in the post-Covid work world: Should you be on your own? 
Another industry? What chinks in your current work alarm you? Once 
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you decide on the objective, do a gap analysis between what you 
currently have and what experience and skills you will need to attain 
your goals. 

 
Consult your manager as well as those in successful careers in your 
network to guide you. However, do your homework before seeking 
their views. Follow professional etiquette and process while seeking 
counsel from them, such as advance notes, agenda and the purpose. 
 
Bridge the experience/skill gap: If your employer doesn’t have a 
mentoring programme, seek out a mentor among your bosses to 
identify your skill gap in order to realise your career objective. Once 
you know the gap, you can enroll into the many open courses — from 
an Ivy League institution to an independent trainer — to acquire 
specific skills. Some folks I know have received certification from 
Harvard, Yale and others for topics that have been close to their 
hearts, which they never had a chance to pursue earlier. Take control 
of your learning, and use the time and almost-free availability to good 
use. Read the right books. 
 
Plan to expand your network: Having professional connections help 
identifying the right opportunities and first contacts. For instance, if 
you aspire to be a board director, the gold standard is to get 
introduced to a chair by a mutual contact. Online job portals provide a 
great platform for finding the right kind of connections. Build up your 
profile and make sure that it matches with your career objective. Try 
to build strong connections within the current company too, as 75% of 
people say they don’t have a reliable friend at work, and promotions 
are not always done on KPIs (key performance indicators). 
 
Differentiate yourself meaningfully: In the current downturn, see if you 
can recommend some new ideas for driving growth. For example, if 
you are in the hospitality industry, what if you plan for gourmet food 
delivered to your loyal customers? Or create customer experiences 
with branded recipes from your star chefs? Or convert your hotel 
spaces to work stations? High-capex ideas will not find currency when 
things are down, but smart ideas will always be welcome. Identifying 
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any growth-related issues and finding innovative solutions will make 
you stand out quickly. Remember how health startups stood out 
among all health clubs and retained their loyal members even as other 
gyms bankrupted in the pandemic? They came up with the idea of 
online yoga courses that members could do at their houses in 
lockdown and kept the same timings as before to enable members to 
keep up their rhythm. If finding new ideas is not your forte, plan to 
take some extra assignments when most colleagues struggle with 
work/life balance. 
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Dharma, Sampraday and 
Religion 

 
It is unfortunate that the above three terms are not properly understood and most of the times 
taken to mean the same thing. They are all distinctly different and has very profound implications 
in society and way of life. Dharma is loosely translated as religion and sampradaya is referred to 
as branches of a religion. Let us understand the differences. 
 

Religion 
 
Religion is a belief system demanding adherence to a particular faith and set of tenets, scriptures 
or God. The followers have to accept these without question and adherence to that is considered 
religious and virtuous and non-adherence is considered irreligious and sinful.  
The concept of God is central to the definition of religion. Many Western thinkers have treated God 
as the most central religious concept. So much so, that they have gone to the extent of defining 
“religion” in terms of “God”. 
 
Belief is the basis of many religious traditions, especially the non-eastern ones. The dictionary 
meaning of the word “belief” is ‘a state or habit of mind in which trust or confidence is placed in 
some person or thing’ and not necessarily there exists a proof.  
 
 
Different religions have different set of beliefs and therefore conflicts arise resulting in division of 
society and disharmony. These divisions are manipulated and exploited by governments, 
politicians and various organisations for personal gains. There are central authorities for 
interpretations of the scriptures and stipulations of rules to follow for adherence of the scriptures. 
This leads to formation of branches within a religion and subgroups of those branches resulting in 
further conflicts and disharmony.  
 
 

Dharma 
 
Dharma, however, is different. It is different because it unites. There can never be divisions in 
dharma. Every interpretation is valid and welcome. No authority is too great to be questioned, too 
sacred to be touched. Unlimited interpretative freedom through free will is the quintessence of 
Dharma, for Dharma is as limitless as truth itself. No one can ever be its sole mouthpiece. While 
religion is confined to human beings and comprise of rigid rules Dharma is applicable to the whole 
creation and encompasses all faiths and beliefs. The word Dharma is from the Sanskrit root word 
Dhir which means to sustain. Dharma is to sustain a given form and principle at a given time.  
 
The Sanatan Dharma (referred to as Hinduism) tradition neither has a single founder, a single holy 
book, a unified method of worship or a centralized hierarchy therefore it defies to meet the same 
criterion as it is with the Abrahamic religions. It is unfortunate that many times, attempts are made 
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to fit the Hindu Dharma into this model, without considering the fact that the Hindu reality is 
fundamentally in contrast to these characteristics. 
 
The worldview of the dharmic traditions is that while scriptures can be very helpful, Truth cannot 
be found by scripture alone but by a path of experiential realization and Self-discovery – and in 
that sense Dharma is not conclusive. It is also not separative and exclusive in the sense of 
dividing the world into believers and non-believers. The dharmic worldview is that there are many 
tribes throughout the world, and many teachers and teachings. Each tribe has good and bad 
people in a continuum; people that have a greater degree of access to truth and “goodness” are 
worthy of respect; and others less so. Since there is a continuum of “goodness” among individuals 
of each tribe, the need for converting other tribes to a particular conception of God as a religious 
imperative is not really there. A teacher can share his or her understanding of the truth; and 
means and ways for others to access this; but there is no underlying belief that only one such way 
exists. These ideas find clear expression as far back as the Rig Veda, with its famous quotation: 
Ekam sad; vipra bahudha vadanti 
while Truth is One, the wise describe it in different ways 
— I.164.46 of the Rig Veda 
 
Dharma is directing everyone to seek that truth for himself or herself and not depend on any belief. 
Why should any truth have to be imposed as it is done by religions of the world? Does not the truth 
of things speak for itself if we are open to it? We know that if we protect the earth it will remain as 
our place for living - we don’t have to ‘believe’ it. 
Do we have to ‘believe’ that Ahimsa or non-violence is a great virtue? Do we have to ‘believe’ that 
vegetarianism is good for our health, environment and economy or we know these for fact by 
experience? 
 
If we have to ask ourselves the question: What is Dharma? We cannot confine the answer to the 
limits of a definition because the concept of Dharma is too big for any definition. So, what is 
Dharma, in a nutshell? First and foremost, it means living in harmony with nature and natural laws. 
It means to live by moral and ethical principles of the society without surrendering the freedom to 
question them. The term Yuga Dharma signifies that Dharma itself is continually evolving and not 
rigid or inflexible. The continuous evolution of Dharma has been through debate, and the triumph 
of logic, consensus and harmony. Most importantly, Dharma is not linked to any religion or set of 
beliefs. The Sanatan Dharmas called Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and other Eastern ways of life 
emphasized the right laws of living and did not insist on fierce loyalties to any particular dogma. 
They are not religions in the English dictionary sense of the term. Sanatan here does not mean 
ancient. It means ever renewing Dharma, ever fresh with time. Samaya Bhedein Dharma 
Bhedah.  
Dharma changes with time. 
 
The Dharmic traditions of India share the core values of dharma. These involve ethical principles 
like ahimsa, truthfulness, compassion and renunciation. They require a respect for all life as 
sacred and a recognition of a single consciousness as pervading the entire universe. 
The dharmic traditions of India emphasize dharma first and, on that basis, allow for a diversity of 
religious beliefs and philosophies to develop. Dharma, therefore, is not an exclusive belief 
principle, but an inclusive attitude based upon honouring the unity and interdependence of all 
existence. For example, Buddhists, Jains and Hindus may disagree philosophically on the 
description of ultimate reality, not only with each other but among themselves, but that does not 
require abandoning dharma. In fact, for them, the supreme Dharma is beyond words and beliefs 
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anyway. Philosophical views and religious beliefs are only tools to develop dharma and if they take 
us away from dharma, they should be either modified or discarded. 
Hence, it is truly universal, sanatana dharma, the ordering principal eternal. Since it is an ordering 
principle, the word is applied across many facets of life, for example to rajadharma as an ordering 
principle for governance, swadharma as an ordering principle of one’s spiritual quest or life in 
society or ashramdharma denoting responsibilities associated with one’s station in life’s progress 
from childhood, through studentship, marital life and to old age. Dharma can be the defining 
paradigm for a world as a family, vasudhaiva kutumbakam. Aano bhadraah kratavo yantu 
vis’vatah. Let noble thoughts flow to us from all sides. These thoughts from Vedic times are as 
relevant today as they have been over millennia of pilgrims’ progress and exemplified by the 
progress and abiding continuum of Hindu Civilisation, Jaina ariya dhamma and Bauddha dhamma. 
In such an ordering, dharma-dhamma becomes a veritable celebration of freedom, freedom in 
moving from being to becoming. 
 

Sampraday 
 

Sampraday is a label chosen by a group of people who have decided to follow a particular set of 
principles in quest of truth as guided by their own understanding. This may include or not include a 
concept of God or Isht deva for their worship. Sanatan Dharma accepts that God may be 
worshipped in many forms and names and this practice do not create any divisions or conflicts. 
Even though this comes very close to the concept of religion it is also different from religion as the 
authority to question stays with the individual and not given to any institution. This term is used 
both for a branch of Dharma or another Sampraday. 
 
Derived from Vedas online 

ॐ असतो मा स गमय । 
तमसो मा यो तगमय । 
मृ योमा अमतृ ंगमय ॥ 

OM, Asato ma sadgamaya 
Tamaso ma jyotirgamaya 
Mrityorma amritam gamaya 
Om shanti, shanti, shanti! 

“OM, Lead me from unreal to the real, lead me from darkness to light 
and lead me from the fear of death to the knowledge of immortality” 
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OLD HEALTHY RECIPES 

By Bhavnaben Parekh 

ચાલો ફર  વતં કર એ આપણી ૂની ખા  ઢઓને 

  
ૂ ુ ંએટ ુ ંસો  ુન હ ,ન ુ ંએટ ુ ંનકા ુ ંન હ  

ન ુ ંન ુ ંનવ દવસ ચાલ,ે રુા ુ ંચાલ ેસો દવસ (૧૦૦) 

 
આ  આપણ ેસ ુ આ ૧૦૯ના કડામા ં ૂચંવાયા છ એ. 

'નવો જમાનો છે ભઈ, અમાર તો આવી બધી મોટાઈ નો'તી' આ ુ ંપણ વડ લો મહદ શ ેકહતા હોય છે.  

શા દક ુ ો થાય અને અમ ેજ ત ેસાચા છ એ તે ુ ં રૂવાર કરવાની બનં ેપ ે કોિશશ થાય અને આમ ૂની નવી 

પેઢ નો ગજ ાહ ચા યા જ કર.. 

 
આ  માર એક વાત ન  પણ ે  ુ  વાચકોન ેકહવી છે. દરક જમાનાએ પ રવતનશીલ વલણ રા ુ ંછે. નવા 

અ વેષણો,તેમની ઉપયોગીતા,અસરકારકતા વ  ુન ેવ  ુ તી  અને સચોટ બનાવી છે. પરં  ુપારંપ રક ક 

સાહ કતાથી ૂનો જમાનો હ ુ  આજના વાતાવરણન ેટ ર માર  શક છે,ઝ ક ઝીલી શક છે . આ વાતને અગર 

ઢપણ ેસમ ુ ંતો આજની પેઢ ના ખાનપાનની સાથે ક સામે ુના જમાનાની (કટલીક શ ેઆ  પણ ટકલી) 

વડ લોએ આપણન ેવારસામા ંઆપેલી રહન સહન તથા ખાનપાનની ત ન ળૂ વ પમા ંસચવાયેલી કટલીક 

ઢઓ હ ુ  પણ એટલી જ ફાયદાકારક અને લાજવાબ છે.  

મક ૂના વખતમા ંસવાર શીરામણમા ંખવાતી ઘ  ,ચોખાના લોટમાથંી દશી ઘીમા ંબનાવાતી 'ઘશ'આજની 

િસ રયલોન ેટ ર આપ ેતેવી વા દ ટ હોય છે. 

 
'ઘશ: ઘ  ,ચોખાના તા  દળેલા લોટન ેતપેલામા ંમાપસર ુ ંપાણી ખદખદાવીને બનતી ઘશ ુ  ભારતીય 

જુરાતી આહાર છે. વળ  વા યવધક અને પચવામા ંત ન સહલી છે  

બાજર ના રોટલા બપોરના જમવામા ંબનતા બાજર ના રોટલા ુ યતઃ ટુન  ,ચરબી  , પુા ય અન ેપૌ ટક 

જુરાતી ખા  ર ત છે.  

કટલાય  ઘરોમા ંહવ ેસાજંના 'વા મા'ં (સપર ટાઇમ ) ભરડ ુ ં ક ભૈડ ુ ં ,રાબ અન ેઢબરા બન ેછે.  

 
ભૈડ ું એ બાજરો અને મગ ચોખાના સયંો જત િમ ણથી અને દહ  - ું અને હગના વઘારથી બનતી બૂ જ 

ન ધનીય વાનગી છે.  

આ  યાર ચી સ,બગર,િપઝા,પા તા ,ચાઈનીઝ ,પં બી વી  ાતંીય અને પર ાતંીય તેમજ દશ િવદશની 

વાનગીઓ ુ ંરાજ સવ  છે યાર જરા િવચારો  આપણી  આ વૂ, પારંપ રક વાનગીઓ વી ક ભઇડ ુ ં  કટલી 

કલર  લેસ,કોલે ટોરલ ુ ત અને તં ુ ર ત હોવાની સાથે સાજંના હળવા ભોજનની ઉ મ પસદં અને તં ુ ર ત 

વનન ેઆવકારતી પરફ ટ વાનગી છે.ત ેઉપરાતં વજન િનયમનની ફકર નહ  તેમજ શર રન ેઉ  આપતા 

પોષક ત વો પણ મળ  રહ. 
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ઢબરા  એ મકાઈ, ુવાર,બાજર  ન ેચોખાના િમ  લોટમાથંી બનતા ુઆબદાર થેપલા મા ંસહજ દશી ઘી નાખંીને 

ઘીમાથી મ યમ તાપે શેકાઈન ેલહજતદાર, વા દ ટ અને ુ ચકર હોય છે  બનતા હોય યાર જ મોમા ંરસલાળ 

ઝરવા લાગ ેછે.( હાલમા ં  હ ધી ખાવાની વાનગીઓની  હર ફાઈમા ંઆપણ ે ચી કમતથી બ રમા ંમળતી 

મલટ  ેન ેડ લાવીએ છ એ તેનાથી પણ િવશેષ આ ઢબરા િવતેલા વષ મા ંબનતી મલટ  ેનનો જ કાર છે 

ન ેબનાવવામા ંક સાચવવામા ંકોઈ પણ રાસાય ણક યોનો ( ીઝવટ વ ) ઉપયોગ નથી  કરવામા ંઆવતો.   

રાબ:  સામા યતઃ ગર બોની ચાય  અ તૃ વી ણુકાર  પણ છે.  શરદ  ઉધરસમા ંતો અકસીર છે. 

  
ગાયના ઘીમા ંઅજમો,મર , ૂઠં, હળદર  બાજર ના લોટન ેશેક ન ેપાણી ઉમેર ન ે વાદ અ સુાર ગોળ ઉમેર ન ે

અથવા ગોળર હત બનાવેલી આ રાબ ફામસીમાથંી મળતા ટ સોર ોટ ,કફ ો સ,ક કફિસરપ  ઉધરસ પર કા  ુ

નથી મેળવી શકતી ત ેઆ રાબના સેવનથી વ રત ફાયદો પહ ચાડ છે. માર  ટએ તો રાબને રા ય પીણાનંી 

મા યતા મળવી જોઈએ.  

ચાય અને કોફ મા ંટિનન અને કફ નની હાજર  હોય છે પરં  ુરાબ તો અ યતં વા યવધક અને િનરોગી  છે .  

 
કહ છે ન ેક.. 

ઉનાળે બલવા ુ ંભ ુ ં 

િશયા  અડ દયા પાક 

ચોમાસે ભ યા ભલા  

માર  ખીચડ  બારમાસ. 

 
 ખીચડ : આપણા સ ુની માનીતી, ભલભલાની ખૂન ેશાતં કર તેવી અવણનીય તાકાત છે.  ખીચડ એ આ  

રંગ, પ અને કલેવર બદલીને લોકિ ય બની છે પરં  ુતેનો ઉ વ તો સદ ઓ રુાણો છે. હળદર અને િનમક 

ઉમેર ન ેમગની ફોતરાવંાળ  દાળ અને ખાસ ખીચડ  માટ ઉગાડાતા ચોખાની િમ ણથી બનતી ખીચડ  અ યતં 

સાદગી ભરલી અને અદ તુ વાનગી છે (ખીચડ  હવ ેતો પચંતારક હોટલમા ંઅન ેશાનદાર લ ન સગંોમા ં પે યલ 

કાઉ ટરમા ંલ જતથી ખવાય છે ) 

 
ુ ઠયા ં: ૂધીના હોય ક મેથીના ,કારલાના ક પછ  િમ  શાકભા ના હોય પરં  ુવરાળથી બાફ ન ેતૈયાર કરલા 

ઠુ યા એટલ ે વાદ,સોડમ અને મ તીની રલમછેલ..શાક અને િવિવધ લોટના પોષણ અને ફાઇબસથી માલામાલ. 

ઠુ યા પણ પૌ ટક આહાર છે. 

 
મોડન પ િતથી બનતા ૂ સ,સલાડ અને સુીઝ પણ હ ધી જ છે પરં  ુવડ લો પાજ ત અને જમાનાઓથી 

અ ભુવિસ  કર ન ેઆપણન ેઆપેલા આવી વાનગીઓના 'ભાવભેટણા'ંની કદર તો કરવી જ રહ . 
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આપ ુ ંઆ ુ ંઆ વુદ મસાલાઓના ડ બામા ંજ છે.મેથી,હળદર ,મર , ૂઠં, ું, હગ  અને તે ના વા ક 

તજ,લિવગ,એલચી િવ.આ  સવ ,િવ ભરમા ંઅ ૂ ય જડ ુ ીઓ   તર ક વપરાય છે. આપ ુ ંઆરો ય આપણા 

હાથમા ંજ છે. 

યાત સતં ી સ ચદાનદં  મહારાજ હમંેશા કહ છે ક આપ ુ ંઆ ુ ંવૈદક શા  ૃ હણીના રો જદા વપરાશમા ં

આવતા મસાલાઓમા ંજ સમાિવ ટ થઇ  ય છે. 

 
પારંપ રક વાનગીઓને ફર  થોડ  વનમા ંલાવીએ તો તં ુ ર તી અને  પરંપરાગત ઢઓને  વનમા ંસમાવીન ે

આપણા ૂળયા વધાર મજ તૂ બનાવી શક ુ.ંસમયાતંર ઘશ,ભઇડ ુ, રાબ,કાં  ,ઢબરા,ખીચડ  બધાન ેરસોઈમા ં

થાન આપીએ તો નવી પઢે  પણ આ વાનગીઓથી અને તેનાથી થતા ખુદ  આરો યના લાભોથી મા હતગાર 

થશ.ે 

 
' સવ સ  ુિનરામયા’ની  અ યથનાઓ સહ ..   

 
લે ખકા : ભાવના પારખ 
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In Brief: 
 

- Navnat centre being used by Hillingdon council as Vaccination Centre. 

-  
-  
- NHS Hillingdon produced a video depicting Jerusalem dance at Navnat Centre. 
-  
- BBO BNBC bridge group completed one year arranging online bridge games for the 

benefit of all bridge lovers keeping them entertained during lockdown. Congratulations and 
appreciation to Jayesh Shah and Ameeta Shah who have worked steadfastly daily for one 
year and continuing. They have been arranging two tournaments every day for the last one 
year. People from many parts of the world are meeting daily for a bridge game twice daily. 

-  
- Royal Mint UK has appointed Shimi Shah as Non-executive director. Shimi is Oshwal and 

daughter of Prabhudas Gulabchand Shah Suryaben Shah of Kenya. 
- BAPS SWAMINARAYAN MANDIR IN ABU DHABI- completed the foundation work and 

the mandir will be completed in 2023. The temple will have 7 spires and 5 domes. The 
complex will have a visitor’s centre, prayer halls, library, classroom, community centre, 
majlis, amphitheatre, play areas, gardens, book and gift shops food court and other 
facilities. 

- South East Jain Association  with support of Tapovan sanskar Pith ( Ahmedbad ) has organise 
virtual event on Sunday 7/3/21.  

- The topic was understanding of Jain  *Maha Mantra Navkar Mantra*  
- *By Anup Kumar Ray*  
- *(Teacher at "Shreemad Vijay Premsurishvarji Sanskrit Pathshala", Tapovan)* 
- The event went very well. Member understand,learn, enjoy  different way of Navkar Mantra. 
- South East Jain Association are very thankful to  Tapovan Sanskar Pith & teacher Shri Anup 

kumar Ray. 
- Their Forthcoming event on 25/4/21 by virtual. 
- On Mahavir Janma Kalyanak celebration. 
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Navnat Bridge Club 
 
The real test of a bridge player isn’t keeping out of trouble, but escaping once they’re in. 
-Alfred Sheinwold 
 
Playing bridge is one of the most enduring and popular pastimes in the world. For over 100 
years it has fascinated people from all walks of life. It is one of the most popular leisure 
activities in Britain, with around 300,000 people playing on a regular basis. 
 
Bridge is recognised as a mind sport. It is a partnership trick-taking card game of skill. It is 
played by four players who form two partnerships; the partners sit opposite each other at a 
table. There is an auction (often called bidding) and then the play, after which the hand is 
scored. The more tricks a partnership correctly predicts they will make the better their 
score. However, if they do not make as many as they predict, their opponents score points 
instead. In competitions the same hands are played at each table so you can compare your 
scores with the other partnerships and work out who did best with what they were dealt, 
thus almost eliminating the 'luck' aspect.  
 
  
Navnat Bridge Club (NBC) started almost 20 years ago in the Old Navnat Bhavan with a 
small group of 30 players. Now we have a membership of 130. 
 
Bridge was played twice a week at Navnat Centre in Hayes, on Wednesdays and Fridays. 
Since mid-March 2020, due to Covid-19, our Bridge play has  
taken a new dimension and is played online. NBC members Ameetaben and Jayeshbhai 
Shah created the online group of almost 250 members. Now, bridge is played twice a day 
online at 3.15 PM and at 9 PM. Each session has almost 20 tables (80 members) playing 
14 to 16  boards. Most of the NBC members are part of this group. Members from Barnet 
Bridge Club, the Bridge Academy and bridge players from Manchester, Kenya and other 
parts of the world also join. A huge thanks to Ameetaben and Jayeshbhai for creating and 
managing this group during the pandemic. Ameetaben and Jayeshbhai have both been 
past presidents of NBC. Both have played instrumental roles during their tenure. The bridge 
enthusiast can play up-to 14 times a week. All the  
additional playing takes time too organise. This must be a daunting task for Ameetaben and 
Jayeshbhai as they have to prepare the sessions, whilst still having to do their day jobs! 
 
 
For those interested in playing, bridge will reward you early on — but the first few hours are 
utterly disorienting. Using a combination of apps, books and computer players who won’t 
berate you for mistakes is the easiest way to power through that vicious learning curve into 
the fun part. 
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There are three hilariously complex things to learn about bridge: 
•  It’s a card-playing game where you and your partner, who sits opposite you, silently                    

           plot to take as many tricks as possible. Most 8-year-olds can handle this part. 
•  But it’s also a bidding game where you and your partner conspire. 
•  It’s also a game where scoring values dictate how much risk you should take. 

(Choire Sichre) 
  
Our heartfelt thanks to all the Navnat bridge members and their families for the generous 
donations they have contributed to Navnat for the extension of dining hall project. The 
project is ongoing and your generosity is most welcome. We would also like to thank our 
members for their donations to NBC when celebrating their birthdays, family weddings and 
other occasions. 
  
We are hoping the current Covid crisis will be over by mid-2021 and NBC will be back at 
Navnat in Hayes. We always encourage new members joining. The pandemic has spurned 
a huge increase in younger members to take up bridge. NBC facilities are one of the best in 
the country. For more information please contact, Mahendrabhai Kothary (President NBC) 
mahendra.kothary@navnat.com 
 
Bridge is such a sensational game that I wouldn’t mind being in jail if I had three cellmates 
who were decent players and who were willing to keep the game going 24 hours a day.” 
– Warren Buffett 
 
  
Kind Regards 
Anup Mehta 
Treasurer (NBC)  

 
 
 

Jayesh and Ameeta Shah 
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MATRIMONIAL REGISTER 
AS ON 25/3/2021 

 
PLEASE CONTACT - Jayman Mehta - Matrimonial Register Co-ordinator 
Landline: 0208 907 2428, Mobile: 07852563974 
E-mail: jayman.mehta@vanikcouncil.uk 
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BOYS LIST- 25.03.21
REF NO  AGE Ht Wt Qualification Religion Diet Nationality Occupation Hobbies
M 1003 23 6'0" BSc Jain Vegetarian auditor -deloitte Badminton, Mountains, Nature
M 1031 27 5'10" MSc, Civil Engineer Jain Vegi British Consultant Quantity Surveyor Cricket, Travel, Health, Music 
M 1013 27 5'5" A-Level/AS-Level Hindu Vegi Indian PHARMACEUTICALS Travelling,Cricket,Movies,Music
M 1010 27 5'9" MBA Hindu Vegetarian Company Director Cricket, Travel, Health & Fitness
M 989 27 6'0" MSc Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Actuary Cricket, football
M 906 27 5'5" MSc Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Engineer Reading
M 969 28 5'10" 64 ACA Hindu Vegi British Accountant (Financial) Travelling, Cycling, Sports, Reading
M 965 28 6'1" MBBS Hindu Vegi British Doctor Football, Travelling, Long Walks
M 1035 29 5'7" 75 MBBS Jain Vegi Indian Internal Medicine Trainee Writing, cricket, movies, travelling.
M 1027 29 5'11" 55 MBBS Hindu Vegan British ENT SURGEON cooking , anything creative,travel
M 991 29 5'3" BSc (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Finance Manager Exploring the world, Learning new t
M 981 29 5'10" MBBS Jain Vegetarian Doctor Health & fitness, exploring the worl
M 979 29 5'8" BA (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Event Co-ordinator Gym, Movies
M 949 29 5'4" MA Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Actuary Learning new thing
M 880 29 5'5" Undergraduate Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Data Scientist Music
M 1040 30 6'2" 75 CIMA Jain Vegi British Accountant Travelling,sports, eating out, 
M 1036 30 6'0" CIMA Jain Vegi British Strategic Projects - Manager Running, football, tennis and travel
M 1033 30 A-Levels and IT Certifications Guj Hundu Non Veg British Network security engineer Going for long walks, Driving, travel
M 1009 30 5'5" BA (Hon) Hindu Vegi Lawyer
M 1002 30 5'8" ACA Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Assurance Socialising, Cricket
M 1000 30 5'8" ACA Jain Vegetarian Credit Analyst Sport, Cooking
M 999 30 5'8" ACA Jain Non-vegetarian Corporate Tax Manager Exploring the world, Cinema
M 995 30 5'10" BSc Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Investment Analyst Trekking, Misic
M 982 30 5'9" BSc (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Financial Adviser Marshal Arts, Adventurous
M 968 30 5'11" 64 BSC (Hons) Jain Vegi British Business Intelligence- Manager Singing, music, cricket, socialising, m
M 967 30 5'10" 65 Dentist Hindu Vegi British Dentist Travelling Movies Music
M 966 30 5'9" 85 BSc Hindu Vegi British Infrastructure Specialist Traveling, Sports, Music, Reading
M 1038 31 5'10" 72 Undergraduate Jain Vegi Indian Trader Travelling, Hiking, Reading, Fitness
M 1019 31 5'5" 62 Undergraduate Hindu Vegetarian British Entrepreneur/Self-Employed
M 998 31 5'4" MBBS Jain Vegetarian Doctor Cricket, Science
M 997 31 5'11" BSc Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Engineer Arts and crafts, Exploring the world
M972 31 6'1" 70 BA (Hon) Product Manager TravellingCricket
M 941 31 5'10" MBBS Jain Vegetarian Doctor Arts/culture
M 905 31 6'0" BA (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Accountant (Financial) Voluntary work
M 879 31 5'6" BSc (Hons) Jain Vegetarian Business Analyst Photography
M 864 31 5'8" 70 Kg ACCA Chartered Certi Acco British Vegi Management Accountant Sports, Photography and Travelling
M 1032 32 5'7" 70 MPharm Hindu Non-Vegi British Clinical Pharmacist Sports, fitness, travelling, top golf
M 1022 32 5'7" 66 ACCA Jain Vegetarian British Accountant (Financial), Tax Manager Tennis, cricket, culinary adventures
M 1020 32 5'9" MSc Hindu Non-vegetarianBritish Equities & DevOp Engineer Travelling, working out, going out
M 1014 32 6'3" 90Kg BSC (Hons) Hindu Vegi British Entrepreneur/Self-Employed CINEMA ,HOLIDAYS
M 1007 32 5'9" BSc (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Analyst Adventures, Backpacking
M 1006 32 5'9" ACA Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Financial Planning Socialising, Netflix
M 996 32 5'4" BSc (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Management Consultant Tennis, Movies
M 990 32 5'4" BDS Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Dentist Sport, Travel, sight seeing
M 1034 33 5'5" 57 MPharm Hindu Non-Veg British Pharmacist Travelling, Music, Martial Arts, 
M 1008 33 5'8" BSc Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Company Director Travelling, Yoga
M 994 33 5'11" BA (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Sound and Video Engineer Music, Comedy
M 987 33 5'10" BEng Jain Vegetarian Company Director Cycling, Technology
M 974 33 5'7" CIMA Jain Vegetarian Accountant (Management) Travelling, Sport
M 963 33 5'10" 67 MBA Jain Vegi Indian Management Consultant Tennis, Sudoku, Travelling, Netflix
M 937 33 5'6" MBBS Jain Non-vegetarian Doctor Running
M 1037 34 5'6" 65 BEng Hindu Vegi British Aerospace Design Engineer Running, reading, family
M 1028 34 5'8" 64 CIMA Hindu Vegan British Accountant (Management) Sports, exercise, comedy shows, coo
M 1021 34 5'9" 68 PhD Hindu Vegi British Engineer, FEA Analyst Cycling, travelling
M 1018 34 5'2" 55 B.SC (Hon) Jain Vegi British Administrator Movies,  Music, Meeting with friend
M 976 34 5'9" BDS Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Dentist Cricket, Health & Fitness
M 940 34 5'11" BSc (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Corporate Marketing Manager Exercising
M 917 34 5'8" BSc (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Software Developer Gym
M 908 34 5'4" ACCA Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Accountant (Financial) Gym
M 1042 35 5'5" 86 BA (Hons) Hindu Vegi British Project manager in financial system Hiking, volu. work, badminton
M 1030 35 5'11" 76 BSc Jain Vegi British Business Development manager Tennis, walks, culinary adventures, 
M 1024 35 5'8" 62 MBA Jain Veg Indian Self-Employed Vegan Blogger, Cooking, Movies
M 1023 35 5'6" 55 MSc Hindu Vegetarian Banker Football, cricket, Music,  reading
M 1004 35 5'5" BDS Jain Vegetarian Dentist Gym, Holidays
M 988 35 5'7" PhD Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Actuary Rock climbing, Reading
M 983 35 5'8" HND/Diploma Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Engineer Learning new thing, Holidays
M 980 35 5'11" BSc (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Banker Cycling, travelling
M 977 35 5'9" BSc (Hons) Jain Vegetarian Actuary Yoga, Skiing
M 973 35 5'7" ACA Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Senior Manager Tennis
M 971 35 5'8" 90 HND/Diploma Jain Vegi British Sales & Marketing Executive/Manager sport ,keep fit,  gym. cinema. 
M 970 35 5'10" 70 MBBS Hindu Vegi Bitish Doctor Travelling Gym/Fitness
M 951 35 5'10" MSc Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Other Travelling
M 1017 36 5'4" 54 MSc Hindu Vegi British Business Analyst Travel , horse riding , photograph,m
M 1016 36 5'5" 70 MSc. Hindu Vegetarian British Director of own Business Travelling, Photography, Filming,
M 1012 36 6'0" BSc Hindu Vegi Librarian Meditation, Movies, Sport, 
M 1005 36 6'1" BSc (Hons) Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Merchandiser Health & fitness, Holidays
M 975 36 5'8" BEng Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Banker Cinema, Exercising
M 1043 37 5'7" 85 MSc Hindu Vegi British Senior Data Business Partner Karate, teaching Karate, travel
M 1029 37 5'9" 85kg city&guilds auto Eng Hindu Vegi British car technician
M 1015 37 5'4" 56 MSc Hindu Non-vegetarianBritish Indian Other Travelling, fitness, sport, comedy
M 978 37 5'11" ACCA Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Group Adventures, Movies
M 926 37 5'7" MA Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Company Director Fitness
M 1011 38 5'7" BSC Actuarial Sc -LSC  Hindu Vegi Manager / Advisory Services Fina Consul Cricket, Travel, Health & Fitness
M 923 38 5'9" ACMA Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Accountant (Management) Music, Meditation, Salsa dance, tra
M 887 38 5'11" MBA Gujarati Hindu Non-vegetarian Accountant (Financial) Travelling
M 1026 39 5'9" 66kg BSc.in Bio Chem., Project Mgm Vanik Vegetarian (no British Medical IT Consultant musics, gym, going out, social life, t
M 984 39 5'8" BEng Gujarati Hindu Vegan Engineer Technology,Yoga
M 952 39 5'7" PhD Gujarati Hindu Vegetarian Software Engineer Photography
M 1025 41 5'9" 72kg BSc.in Comp Sc. ACCA Vanik Vegetarian (no British Management Accounting Picuture, musics, gym,  traveling
M 986 41 6'1" ACA Jain Vegetarian Equity Analyst Tennis, Yoga
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Pranam Mahesh Gandhi 

 

Dear Members 

 
Badha sata ma hasho 

 

With Government guidelines in place, please join Jain Samaj Europe virtually to 

celebrate  🙏 Chaitra Maas Aymbil Oli, Mahavir Janma Kalyanak and Shatrunjay Patt Darshan 🙏 

 

 
Monday 19th April, 2021 to Tuesday 27th April 2021 

 

Day 1 -  Monday 19-04-21 10:30 AM 

Navpad Patt Arpan 

Aymbil Aaradhana 

Shripal Raja Raas Granth Arpan 

Samayik and Reading of Raas 

Ashta Mangal Darshan followed by Aarti, Mangal Diwo and Adinath bhagwaan Aarti 

 

Day 2 -  Tuesday 20-04-21 10:30 AM 

Aymbil Aaradhana 

Samayik and Reading of Raas 

Ashta Mangal Darshan followed by Aarti, Mangal Diwo and Adinath bhagwaan Aarti 
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Day 3 -  Wednesday 21-04-21 10:30 AM 

Aymbil Aaradhana 

Samayik and Reading of Raas 

Ashta Mangal Darshan followed by Aarti, Mangal Diwo and Adinath bhagwaan Aarti 

 

Day 4 -  Thursday 22-04-21 10:30 AM 

Aymbil Aaradhana 

Samayik and Reading of Raas 

Ashta Mangal Darshan followed by Aarti, Mangal Diwo and Adinath bhagwaan Aarti 

 

Day 5 -  Friday 23-04-21 10:30 AM 

Aymbil Aaradhana 

Samayik and Reading of Raas 

Ashta Mangal Darshan followed by Aarti, Mangal Diwo and Adinath bhagwaan Aarti 

 

Day 6 -  Saturday 24-04-21 10:30 AM 

Aymbil Aaradhana 

Samayik and Reading of Raas 

Ashta Mangal Darshan followed by Aarti, Mangal Diwo and Adinath bhagwaan Aarti 

 

Day 7 -  Sunday 25-04-21 10:30 AM 

Aymbil Aaradhana 

Ashta Mangal Darshan 

Mahavir Janma Kalyanak celebration 

Swapna Darshan 

Bhagwan no Janma 

Parnu Padhravanu and Julawanu 

108 Diwa ni Aarti, Mangal Diwo and Adinath bhagwaan Aarti 

 

Day 8 -  Monday 26-04-21 10:30 AM 

Aymbil Aaradhana 

Samayik and Reading of Raas 

Ashta Mangal Darshan followed by Aarti, Mangal Diwo and Adinath bhagwaan Aarti 

 

Day 9  - Tuesday 27-04-21 10:30 AM 

Aymbil Aaradhana 

Ashta Mangal Darshan 

Shatrunjay Patt opening 

Chatiyavandan 
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Shatrunjay Bhaav Jatra 

Aarti, Mangal Diwo and Adinath bhagwaan Aarti 

 
Live viewing on YouTube each day 

https://www.jaincentreleicester.com/live 

 

Opportunity to take labh for Aymbil Oli Aaradhana 

Sunday 11th April 2021 - 11:00 AM 

Via Zoom 

 

Labh/Boli as below: 

Full Day 1 Aaradhana labh -  Monday 19-04-21 

Navpad Patt Arpan 

Shripal Raja Raas Granth Arpan 

Boli starts at £101 

 

Full day Day 7 Aaradhana labh -  Sunday 25-04-21  

Mahavir Janma Kalyanak celebration 

Boli starts at £101 

 

Full Day 9 Aaradhana labh  - Tuesday 27-04-21 10:30 AM 

Shatrunjay Patt Darshan and Aaradhana 

Boli starts at £101 

 

Sewa Pooja by Labharthi family at 10:00 AM ( not streamed) 

 

Interest in Bids can be registered in advance with Dr Ramesh Mehta on 07930 479957 . 

 

Boli Guidelines 

One household can attend 

Travel restrictions to be adhered 

Government guidelines to be maintained 

 

Join via Zoom Meeting 

https://www.jaincentreleicester.com/Zoom 

Meeting ID: 940 8108 1752 

Passcode: Aymbil 
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Samuh Virtual Aymbil labh 

  £15 for all 9 days - Multiple labharthis can take this labh  

(£8 Ashta Mangal Darshan & £7 for all religious rituals including Aarti labh) 

On non-boli day, a name will be picked from the labharthi list and the household will come to Jain 

Centre and take labh of Aymbil Aradhana 

 

Vaiyavacha Donation Scheme 

Vaiyavacha Sewa in Jain religion is service to Sadhu Sadhviji and considered a solemn duty 

of Shravaks. 

 

To mark the auspicious Chaitra Aymbil Oli, JSE launches a Vaiyavacha Donation scheme which will 

remain active until Aymbil Parna day when the amount collected will be distributed 

 

Register your interest for Samuh labh and Vaiyavacha labh to any of the below: 

 

Usha Mehta - 07740 056701 

Kamlesh Shah - 07878 995661 

Dr Rameshbhai Mehta - 07930 479957 

Jitubhai Mehta - 07402 415622 

Anumodana to all Labharthis 

 

 
 

Thanking you, 

Usha Mehta 

President 

 Jain Samaj Europe 

 

Stay   

 

  

 
 


